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Methodist Young
People To Meet

Seen & Heard
Around Murray

JACKS)N. Tenn. —Over 1,000
Molicdiet young people are expse,ed to attend t es e annual
youth conference of the Methoat
Memphis Conference
--•:
La-tributes College here June 6.
Featured on the Program will
be an address by the Rev. JameJones, Na-ativelle. an execuo.
tive with the Methodist General
Board of Education, and t h e
s•outh choir of the Firet Mesthociis: Church, Dyersburg. Tenn.
The youth organization will
also elect (deicers for the 195859 church year and conduct a
talent sh o w featuring talent
frcm Methodist Youth Fellow*legs groups f r urn churches
'hroughout West Tennesse and
etght Western Kentucky counties.
Theme of the one-day session
is "For The Living of These
Days." Registration begins at
1:00 pen., with a worship service scheduled tor 110.
The meeting will follow the
annual meeting of the Methodest Memphis Conference which
w;14 also meet at Larrebuth said
scheduled to adjourn about
1S
neon on June 6.
Deuglas Gilbert, Jackson, is
president of the organization.

The award for the outstanding I
instrumental beginner at Murray
High School was arthed
a memDana Robertson. Dana
bet of the fifth grade and has
shown outstanding achievement
in the first year instrumental
class. accord4ig 'to Irvin Gilson,
band director.
Dana played cornet and started
last September. Two other students, Ronnie Fox, playing trumpet and Paula Albritten, playing
the flute, have shown fine advancement since starting this
year. Gilson said.
The choice was made only
after several tryouts, Gilson continued, during the past several
weeks.
The fifth grade beginning class
had 28 members. Their advancement was much improved through
the use of private teachers outside of school hours.
Interest and encouragement of
private and class teachers Wis
greatly appreciated.

Two Are Bitten
By Squirrels

Several To
Attend 4-H
Junior Week

Huge Tree Planting
Program Is Planned

r

Rob Lamb
Dies Monday
After Attack

De Gaulle Takes Over Great
Powers As New French Chief

"seY

Three From Here
Register For Meet

Stanley Jewell
Is Best Salesman

Story Reunion To
Be Held Sunday

New Navy Plane
Successfully Flown

Girl Suffers
Double Shock

Death From Polio
Is Reported Here

Bud Tolley Back
At His Base

•

Weather
Report
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tI M E SP De Gaulle.••

THE LED-GER

TUESDAY —

- MURRAY, KENTUCKY

ekes, members will be named
by the. two houses of Parliament. The reformed Con.titutip swell be submitted for apPtrela by a no Lona popular
referendum in October.
—Pre:ens/steel of the emergency powers in Algeria.

urn on„0- is
Right For Election

achieved the human touch as
a politician. And if he wins
in November he will become a
new face, a new and attractive
personality in the Republican
high command. At age 51. McGonigle has another 10 or a
dozen years of potential political
career before him.
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possible to predict something
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at home and overseas.
Gonigle.
INDIA WARNS PAKISTAN
The revolt collapsed MimedMcGonigle is hie -political
.etely thereafter.
freshman who tat week licked
NEW DEHLI. India 7 — India Harold E. Stassen In-the primary
e Gaulle took over Pflimlin's
.INPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED:
etite-and-get office in the age- said today it had protested to c ,ntest for Pennsylvania's Re$120,000 iarkened 200-year-old L e f t- Pakistan against alleged increased
publican nominitii,n for governor.
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Expansion
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fore reaon—tn the words of an h East Pakistan. India warned fr im it.
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aide—"began governing France." :aken if the firing continues.
Professional Consultation
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serving his fourth term as mayor
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found
attorney of a single county inthe Republicans have not
might
New York City was a bright a winner by 1962 they well
at
new face in t h e Republican give • Stassen another turn
Party. That bright new face bat.
belonged to Thomas E. Dewey.
McGonigle is a self-made man
CONFUSION RE6OLVED
with a _striking name which
never would be at ease in the
social register. He's a pretzel
01TERTON, England (UPI)
bender, to boot. Put the title
Ottertor parish council
"governor" in front of the man
Wick over an erresty fire
today
with that name and background
station which vtood unused for
and, friends, you've got t, ;political
10 years. The parish council had
package.
natieyert
- eiluy
theetyco
thepuighmmpoomumnianomp_eu_:_tarh e 0.su
ed
council
and
: it belonged to the parish
though,
footnote
a
be
There should
council.
to the political obituaries which
were written of Harold E. S assen
last week after he was rejected
by Pennsylvania's Republicans. It
is this:
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MODERNIZE Your 1

Stassen could arise and walk
again. The word is that the
Republican Party in Pennsylvania
is in bad shape. Suppose Democratic candidate Lawrence defeats
Republican candidate McGonigle
next November? What then?

ce EQUIPMENT

Well, four years from now
there sib be another Republican
primary contest for governor. If
ARE YOU FULLY COVERED?
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Expedite your office operations with the newest,
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• Adding Machines
turance needs and give you a
complete report. Such studies • Filing Cabinets
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COVERED at the lowest comand
parable cost Call us today.
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lust in time for your vacation
Don't mis,

tunity! All this month we are
celebrating the 10th Anniversary of
THE ED SULIJVAN SHOW with spectacular buys. Not only sieeinl low prices,
hut unusualle high,trade-in allowances.
It's the biggest "meiney-saving elzent
of the year.

4.

Wide choice of models
v‘e. have a IA ide selection

of
models and colors in stock for
this event. rhaneee are you can get
immediate delivery on the model you
want by acting fast. ('hoose from station wagons, convertibles, hardtops,
Pedana. Prices Aare- below 42, models
of the "low-price 3."

MERCURY

Every one a Performance
Champion. Nteri urv offers

the
biggest, most powerful cars you
can buy at ouch low prices. Mercury
leads its field for all-around bigness,
horsepower (up to 3601. compression,
torque. and power-per-pound. Most
-important. Mercurv't, thrifty engines
deliver more power from teas gas.
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DiMaggio Says
Teclay's Sport Parade Pitchers Need
To Mix'Em Up

e not found
ey well might
her turn at
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PAGE THREE

Those One-Track Minded N.Y. Yankees Could Win Pennant
Even If They Lose Half Of Their Remaining Games; Lead By 7

14

By MILTON RICHMAN
the sixth and another in the two out in the 10th inning.
United Press International
eighth, while Mantle walloped
Harshman Fans 11
Look ma, no race!
his fifth homer of the season
Blame it all on those one-track into the right field bleachers
NEW YORK (UPI) —Fearless farm club started off with a 23-7
By OSCAR FRALEY
Pearson's single scored Clint
minded New York Yankees, who in the first inning. All of them
UPI Sports Writer
Fraley's facts and figures:
record and, a five-game lead in
Courtney from third base and
have gotten off to such a sizzling were hit off Jim Wilson.
Sugar Ray Robinson's plea that the Florida State League; it's
NEW YORK (UPI) — Joe
spoiled a heart-breaking defeat
start that they conceivably could
he can't fight again this year Denver triple-A club won 19 of DiMag,gio, ar.rho made a career
Washington dumped Baltimore for left-hander Jack Harsman,
win the pennant even if they
because of the tax bite is taken its first 23, and its Fargo, ND., of giving palpitation to pitchers,
deeper .into --the cellar, wha struck out 11 batters. The
as a sure sign-by boxing inaiders Garden -got -away to a blooming WaS -exPtaininiP-Lligh,r The men
- lose half their remaining games:
by beating the Orioles, 2-1, on only other run Harshman allowed
that he will never enter the ring 12-4 start...chips off the old of the mound can't live by speed
Pct.
GB
The high-riding Yankees, who little Albie Pearson's single with was a"fourth-inning homer by
alone.
agakj.
block.
28 17
.622
San Fran.
knocked off the Chicago White
more
to
possess
have
"They
They point out that Robinson
tennis
the
pro
Jack Kramer,
1
25 16
.610
Milwaukee
S,ox, 3-0, Monday night to stretch
was completely exhausted after titan, was startled to note that than mere speed," he asserted. Pittsburgh
41
/
2 their lead to seven full gagmes,
.523
23 21
regaining the middleweight crown his current tourists were using ''A pitcher has to have other
6
474
18 20
Cincinnati
have 116 games remaining. If
from Carmen Basilio and that, 35 per cent more balls than pitches to go with it so that
468 7
22 25
Chicago
they win only half of them,
it he holds off until 1959, he ever before. Investigation dis- he can mix 'em up and shake
19 22
463
7
St. Loins
total of 86 victories — and Amerwould be another year older closed that, despite the great your timing."
439
8
58, they will wind up with a
Philadelphia 18 23
leaned
back
and
conDiMag
and it would be that much number of , matches, the players
ican League pennants have been
.395 10
Los Angeles 17 26
more difficult to get back into werep racticing more than ever. eluded:
won with less.
"They could shoot it out of a
shape. They fig,ure he'll milk the
Competition is Fierce
Could Break Record
title of its "outside" income and
Yesterday's Games
Ilancho Gonzales explained the cannon but, if that was all a
At the rate they're going,
then step down.
extra work. "Players like Lew pitcher had, they'd hit him."
Cincinnati 8 Pittsburgh 2
the Yanks are a good bet ti
Different This Year
Aanwhile. Basilio won't stand Hoad improve 20 to 30 per cent
,Only game scheduled.
break the league record of Ill
Which, for years, summed up
icily by in the hope that he on the pro tour," he said. "Now
victories set by the pennant.• and Robinson can get together there is so much pro talent the hurling career of Robert
winning Indians in 1954. And
Today's Games
for another jackpot brawl. He'll they're all struggling to stay Lee Turley, a muscular, chubbythe Yankee pitchers are doing
practices faced power thrower who labors Philadelphia at Chicago
attend the Vince Martinez-Virgil alive. So everybody
it the easy way.
• Akins runoff at St. Louis on more either to keep his edge or in the pin-striped flannels of Pittsburgh at St. Loins, night
Friday for the welterweight title to catch up to the other fellow. the New York Yankees. The Cincinnati at Los Angeles. night
First, Don Larsen and Bob
which- ,Carmen gave up when I figure I've still got a small 6-foot-2 righthander threw a ball Milveaukee at San Fran., night Turley adopted no-windup techhe won the 160-pound crown percentage over the others—but which was clocked electronically
niques and now southpaw Whitey
from Robinson. The thinking is I have to work to keep it." at 95 miles per hour, an ability
Ford is using only a half windTomorrow's Games
that he will challenge the winner ...Which still doesn't explain which had the baseball boswells
up.
for he I47-pound derby while why a postman takes a walk on mentioning him with such blazers Milwaukee at San Francisco
Chicago
Philadelphia
at
He employed it Monday ....
as
Walter
Johnson
and
Bullet
night
outdraiting Robinson.
his day off...
Pittsburgh at St. Louis, night
in striking out 10 White ',Sox
Yank Edge Explained
The Carter handicap, run at Bob Feller.
But Bob Turley couldn't win Cincinnati at Los Angeles, night batters for his sixth victory. •
If you wonder why (not at) Belmont Park today, in 1944
Six of those strikeouts came in
the way the New York Yankees produced the first triple dead consistently.
succession to tie a league record
It is a different Turley this
keep winning year after year, heat ever recorded in a stakes
and duplicate a feat he accomthere's a significant tipoff in race when Boussuet, Wait A Bit season.
president, explished on July 20, 1956 against
For when he beat the Boston
the most recent Yankee report and Borwnie all hit the wire
BEHIND THE SCENES—Robert W. Barnoff, NBC
network's new
W L Pct.
GB Kansas City.
on its farm teams.
plains operation of thp control room of the
nose-and-nose. There have been Red Sox Sunday it was his
President
28 10 .737
Ford received all the batting
$4.000.000 broadcasting center in Washington to
The Yank St. Petersburg, Fla., only six triple dead heats in eighth victory of the season New York
build.563
7
support he needed from Hank
Eisenhower. The President 'spoke at dedication of the
North American turf history... against one defeat. And, except Kansas City 21 17
•,, Sou nriphoto)
21 23 .477 10
Bauer and Mickey Mantle. Bauer
ing, his first color T1" appearance
there was a triple dead heat for that one loss, he has been Cleveland
19 21
.475 10
hit a pair of homers, one in
Chicago
at Ruidoso Downs last year but brilliant.
20 2.3
.465 101
/
2
Four of his triumphs have Boston
It meant little to the bettors...it
ORIVE-IN THEATRE
19 23 .452 11
been shutouts. He has gone nine Deercht
was for fourth place...
452 11
19 23
Robin Hood was an Englishman innings in each of his eight Washington
OPEN 6:30 — START DUSK
18 23 .410 121
/
2
and William Tell was a Swiss victories. At one point he went Baltimore
Color Cartoon Always! but the world archery champions 26 innings without giving up a
r
He has hurled a one hit
come from the Unlit d States, run.
Yesterday's Results
WED. - THURS.
They are 0. K. erhathera of game, three games in which New Yoric 3 Chicago 0
he
gave
up
only
four
hits
and
Brevard. N.C.. and Carole MeinWashington 2 Baltimore 1
Oftwaorear Pe••••+•
hare of Pittsburghg, who will a pair of five-hitters.
Only games scheduled
Changed His Style
lead 33 finalists in a runoff at
As of today. in 76 innings
St. Louis this weekend for places
Today's Games
on the U.S. team to compete Turley has allowed but 44 hits,
at the Brussels World Fair ..but 16 earned runs and given I'D Kansas City at Washington, 2
I still don't think William Tell only 38 bases on balls against Chicago at New arotai, most
said "An apple a day keeps the 53 strikeouts.
Detrcit at Baltimore, night
The answer is in DiMaggio's Cleveland at Boston, night
doctor away.".
reckoning.
Turley realized at last that
Tomorrow's Games
Whatever Happened To he couldn't just rear back and
006-00 UV
Chicago
at New York
fire
'that
blazing
fast ball past
00
Wilbur Cooper
the hitters. In taking stock of Cleveland at Boston
By United Press
himself, he shortened his stride, Titian. City at Washington, night
Pvttsburgh Plnates — and adopted Don Larsen's no-windup Detroit at Baltimore, night
FRIDAY - SATURDAY their old time fans — generally delivery and relaxed before each
regard Wilbur Cooper as the pitch by taking a deep breath.
Burt Lancaster as
He found that all the parts
bag leftahanidesi pitether ever to
%VOA firr that club. From 1912 suddenly fit t ed together. No
trough 1924. Cooper poured it longer straining to throw the
net, scoring 202 of his 216 major ball through the wall, he came
— PLUS —
letiarte victories as a Pirate. PNwir up with the long-desired control
times %tie mired 20 or more tri- of his curve and slider. The
umphs' a seassAn and n o n e batters who , waited longingly for
SUN. - MON. - TUES. stretch. the five years starting that booming fast one weren't
* lit RUN MURRAY: * in 1918, he won 19 or more. His getting it.
"The most complete answer Is
top caermaign was 24-15 in 1920.
Cooper wound upu his career hi that I found the confichence, to
use those slower pitches'in the
Mg SENSPea IN fa 1926 after two season.s with the clutch instead of rearing back
Cubs and one with the Tigers.
NATIVN ASINNOITUNS
The Giants swamped the Pir-'
and trying
throw it past
IN775 MICK A TORPIWO a
Whatever happened to Wilbur
them," he
ys. "The hitters ates 15-5 and the Barves beat
Cooper wound up his career in
can't expect It t fast ball every the Tigers 2-1 in Prep League
resl estate business in Pittsaction last night at Murray High
time I get in a jam."
burgh.
As DiMaggi said, you have School.
Stonie Henson was tile winning
to have more than a fast ball.
BOSOX SIGN LINSCOTT
Turley has, and that's his answer. pitcher for the Giants.lie struck
out nine. walked.five and allowBOSTON (UPI) — Outfielder
• I
ed only four hits.11e was relieved
Linsnott, a 22-year-old
by Vernon Shaw Stubblefield In
native of Farmington, Maine,
PHT DIGREES
DE'E'P
the fifth Inning. Stubblefield,'
who batted ;
330 in three years ' LOS ANGELES (UPI)
—Fifty pitched to only
three men, 'alat Rowdoin College, has been husbands and wives who
never lowing two hits
and walking
signed by the &wain Red Sox attended college have
received one He was replaced by
Corning !!
Henson,
and sent to their Allent/swn, Pa., "PHT's" from State College in
farm club in the Class A East- San Fernando. The degree letters, the starter, who nailed down the
'.'Witness for the
victory.
ern League.
which stand for "putting him (or
Prosecution"
Bill Young started for the
her) through," were awarded to
and was the losing pitchFULL:BACK IN FOLD
men' and women who worked Pirates
er. He struck out four, walked
CHICAGO (UPI) — R ich a rd while their husbands and wives
five and gave up six hits. He
"Thunder Road"
(Bo) Diddinson, a 6-foot-2 218- were attending college.
was replaced by Ferguson in
pound fullback who can run 100
the third who struck out four
yards in 10 seconds flat, has
men but was charged with nine
been signed by t h e Chicago
"God's Little Acre"
Dewey Lake on the outer edge runs in the sixth inning.
Bears of the National Fpotball of the Eastern Kentucky mounStonie Henson aided his own
tains has 150 miles of shoreline.
cause for the Giants connecting
for three singles and one triple.
-Jr 4if 406,-4(r -*
-116-4V -v ••••
Kopperud picked up two singles
.ke
oe 4-441,74r/.4.! ar.
and Fitts slammed a triple.
Tired of a Garage-Crowding Monster?
..1•••• .•;.•
For the Pirates, it was Farris
'
with three singles and Massey
•••..
t
**74C•dr, «Alre•Cr4;11kq igeav i:;,
'Ws
*
with two.•
, •
In the second game of the
idmm......___
dP,aP4i
evening, Jerry Wallace pitched
low"
fqr"*APIFrgr
the Braves to a 2 to 1 win over
the 'tigers, Stephen Sanders was
'
-ifiossisk,..e• •
the losing hurler. Wallace had
14 strikeouts to his credit, allowed'
, five walks and was tagged
with five hits.
Sanders fanned eight batters,
gave up seven walks and allowed
the Braves five hits. Grogan
and Wells led the Brat/es *ith
a double ea c h and Wallace,
Shroat and Johnson each picked
up singles.

Nes& Om Iamb MOW

gland (UPI)
arish council
n empty fire
unuaed Zr
h council had
council ownounety council
:he parish

National League

:IENCY

office opethe newest,
equipment.

dern Office
for Every
nent Need.

American League

• Chairs
Machines

limas

3ffice Needs

55

IL.

•• •

Roy Sievers.
Hal Griggy, who went the
route for Washington, was aided
by **-a• sixth-inning triple play
started by sh or t st op Rocky
Bridges. Griggs yielded only six
hits.
No other American League
games were scheduled,
In the only National League
game, Cincinnati climbed into
fourth place with an 8-2 win
te
ever Pittsburgh that, was practically a one-man job by southpaw
Joe Nuxhall.
Nuxhall not only drove in
two runs with three hits, but
he also stole a base, struck
out eight, gave up no walks and
pitched a seven-hitter in turning
in his first complete game of the
campanili,
PETERS IMPROVES
LA JoiXSA, qalif. (UPI) Philadelphia
Eagles tackle Volney
Peters, who suffered burris on
his chesi and arms Saturday at
his home in nearby El Cajon
when a can of gasoline exploded, was in satisfactory oondints' at GrossmoM Hospital today. He was under treatment
for firm degree burns.
BRITONS PLACE FIRST
NEURBURGING, Ger. (UPI)
—Britain's Stirling MOSS a n d
Australia's Jack Brabharn took
turns at the wheel of a factory
entered Aston Martin Sunday to
win the international 1,000-kilometer (821 miles) sports c a
race.

••••••

".•-••

COPE

Any boy or girl who is taking typing would love to be
surprised with a SMITH - CORONA PACEMAKER.
This would be a wonderful help in making better grades
r
and help the young typists prepare themselves for the
future.

Giants And
Braves Victors
In Prep Action

"The Kentuckian"

"Love Me Tender"

a..

•

Morn and Dad would like the PACEMAKER, tool It's
perfect for den or office.

gaisa_
maw

•

f•

-Ask

About

t

•

Our

RAMBLER

72% Ahead in Sales!

TERMS

-

Roomy,maneuverable,economical Rambler is making the biggest hit with people
everywhere. Sales up 72. Only Ram-

bler costs less to own, gives more miles
per gallon, depreciates least.
-"4,,American Motor,' Mean. Mon /or American,

GET A BANDWAGON DEAL AND SAVE TODAY AT YOUR RAMBLER DEALER

WILSON MERCURY-RAMBLER — 515 So. 12th St.

OFFICE SUPPLY DEPT.

HE KEEPS BEES
AUCKLAND, N.Z. (UPI) —Sir
Edmund Hillary, the conqueror
ef Mount EVatlEt, still is listed
in Who's Who as a bee keeper,
"I still regard exploring in thel
light of a pastime rather than
a life's work," he said. "Beekeeping is how I make my living
and that is how I should be
listed."

of the

DAILY LEDGER & TIMES
Greene 0. Wilson, Mgr.

The U.S. Navy commissioned
6E submarines in the year 1944
alone.
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Bryan Overcast. She will spend
POPULATION MAY DOUBLE
the summer with her parents,
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Caldwell.
earth's population may more than
Mee Overcast will visit reladouble between now and the year
An impressive wedeeng by autrot and George Jr. of Bay 2,000 and reach the staggering
tives there; for two was.
• •• ••
candlelight took place at the City, Mich., Mrs. Lewis T. Har- total of seven billion persons, a
organguation
Mr. and- Mrs. Sum WhIttater, college Presbyterian Churdh on gis te Pennington, N. J., Miss private
research
Oklahernia. are
visiting
Mrs, Saturday evening, May 31, at Maryalyee Seemson of Bireeng- said. The Population Research re
Whittaker's Mather, Mrs. M'ayme seven-Thirty reelect, when Mies dorm Ala., MisehMarelert Mesby Bureau said,, the current rate of
Telephone 1685
Randolph. Thee t w o dhildren Julie Ann Hawirins, became the of Memphis, Tenn., Miss Elaine population growth is 1.7 per cent,
beide od Gene Lovins, son ef Shurnaker of Ralehh, N.C., Miss enough to produce a population
are with them.
• ••
Mr. and Mrs. Otis R. Lovins.
Mary MOM oef Ft. Branch, Ind., of 5,700,000,000 by the end of
This would double
The double-ring ceremony was Miss Dot Behan of Madison- the
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Tins'man were Murray
Seem- performed by Dr. Orval H. Am- ville, Ky., Samuel Chestnut, Jr., the present count of about 2,day night When Mr. Thurman, en before an altar banked with uf Trenton, Ky., Mr. and Mrs. 850,000,000.
palms and suritAust Hal Shipley of Leesville, Mr.
president cot the Murray State emerald
Mrs_ _ Ed_ ileluguld. returned visit Mr. and Mrs. Max Miller, College AltlITIO21 HMLOciartenh, pree aerangernents ol white 014491as and- --Mese:- Aldred -Lindsey;-Sr.,
GA.UL.LFe_fd OYES__ UP
Tuesday,-June
The eighth grade of Merrily Sunday (rem a trip to New Ft. Worth, Tex. She plans to
AUCKLAND, N.Z. (UPI) —De
and white selfish' deities. Swed- of Mayeitad, Mr. and Mrs. Chad
Groups One and Two of the
hded at the banquet.
vend the summer there, workGaulle's position improved in
••••
en
wrought iron candelabra Stewart ocf Olivet, Men
Pet Christian Church's CWF Hegel Sdahe begin the holidays York and Washington, D. C.
•••
ing. •Miss Thurmond graduated
New Zealand. A race horse of
holding burning tapers, softly
e . have a jeint meeting in the with a party in the school recreMr. and
Mrs. Max
Hurt,
A
rehearsal
for
the
wedding
ation nem Friday night. Ai)...
Miss Beety 'Thurmond '1 a f t ,east week frem Murray High Omaha, Nob., are visiting here illuminated the santuary. White was held Friday evening, May that name who finished last in
chuneh parlor at 2:00 in the
presiznately so of the class were Saturday morning by Meet. to Scheel.
'
Saturday placed second
afternoon
this week. They attended bosom- tapers surrotmded by clusters af 30. The grew was entertained a
•• • •
present
With Menefee, Mr,
••• •
taureate sersvce at Murray Slate greenery burned in each win- at She home of Mr. and Mrs. today in a steeplechase.
GeOree ellift and Mrs. A. B
The WS of the FinK MethF. R. Marshall and,sons, D. W. Sunday afternoon. Their son-in- dow of the dhurch. Clusters of Haerlkins. Among thhe present
•
Curds will meet in the
and Bruce, ' of ehren, Ohio, law. Dr. Van Bogard Dunn, de- palm and while satin b ow s were: Dr. and Mrs. Orval Ausse ha I hall of the sekicartional
Parents present for the cocavisited his brother Metton Mar- : livered the sermon. Mrs. Dunn manked the pews for the family ten, Maryjune and Nancy Austin,
building at 10:45 ant.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis R. Lovins,
non were Mrs. 'Helen Bennett,
shall-- in Hazel this week end, was present, too. Dr. Dunn is end close friends.
•• • •
As the wedding guests assetn- Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tolk:y,
Mrs Clede Roberts. Mrs. Breen
arriving Friday morning. Mr. minister of a Methodist church
elted a program of prenuptial Mr. and Mrs. Purciorn Lovett,'
The pupils of *Miss Lillian Overcast, Mrs. Fred Workman, Superintendent and Mrs. W. Z. Marshall is with Goods-ear Tire In Jackson, aTe.nn...
•
Music was presented by Miss Mr. and Mrs. Don Serrenons, Mr.
Walters "All be presented in a Mrs. John Bryent and Mr. and Cheer entertained the seniors Co., having been with the comDr. and Mrs. Richard Graves Maryeane Austin, organist, and and Mrs. Joe Jones and Donna
**metal at the Murray Hs gh Mrs. Maurice Ryan.
at Murray Ht School la st pany more than 30 years. He is
School heditorium. The public is
we
in sheer home. This is a member of the executive de- and twin sons, are the ftleVIS Miss Marilyn Mosby cd Mem- Ann Jones. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Dancing was t hi e entertaininvited.
annual event for the Carters.
partment. D. W. is with ifie •ef Dr. and Mrs. C. S. Lowry. phis, serest. Mess Auden played Jackman, Mr. and Mrs. George
ment" Refterearrents of Cokes
••••
Tenderly" Etude in E Major Middleton, Georgie and Sharon
Goodyear Company too. Bruce The Graves reside in Texas.
•• ••
Approximately 100 called. Is with the Bany Supply
(Chopin) and Nocturne in E flat Middleton, Mrs. Lewis T. Harris,
The Jesse Luch:tick Circle of and cookies were served by the
Co.
as
Htnea was ptayed and hurcarous salesman.
the Prestreterlan Church wde class.
Mr. and hers. David Varble, (Chapin). ePhrough the Years" Hunter Hancock, J a en e s P.
prizes awarded.
mete in the home at Mrs. Luc••••
Jeffeseareeitieeeend., were holiday and "I'll Walk With God" were Sykes, San Chestnut, Jr., and
• S • •
ran Young at two o'cilock
Refreshments were served itt
Mee Eva Carte Overcast Mid guests of her parents, Dr. and Miss Mosby's selections. During Feltzebeth Wocrda. Mrs. Zeffie
Mr. and Mrs Richard Mason he dining roan, from a senior Miss Sara Caldwell left Sunday Mrs. Ralph Woods, and attend- the pledging of the vows, Miss Woods assisted in serving reFor Piompt Instanatioa
played "Ave
The
Murray
Assent/Cy- Of and chektren
Maria." tredernerrts to the group, The
Paducati. were rrs,t if decorated table. Mrs Fred ter Ktn emit, Wis. Miss Caldwell ed the alunizii banquet at Mur- Austin
Miss Mosby sang "Wedding bridal atendante were present&
Ra.nw for Gtr% Will &eel at lee weekend with Mrs Mason's Schultz - preceded at the punch has been in his scheol here this ray State Saturday night.
• * ••
Prayer" (Dunlap) fur the bene- gifts.
'he Masonic Had at 700 in :he 'Mother, Mrs Ed Diuguid.
hew!.
year, etaying with her aunt, Mrs.
even.ng
• •••
Members of the 1933 class at chi-hon. The traditional wedieing
•• ••
Murray State who were present marches were used.
ON 'THE HOUSE
The bride, given in marriage
The Winsome Ca
of t h
at the alumni banquet Saturday
NEW YORK (UPI) — 'The
bitmertal Haphst Churcla will
night. and observing their 26 by her father, wore a waltz- French
Champagne
Producers
length
creation of wtite tulle Assn 'today set up a champagne
nee in the home of Mrs. Pereer
years were Coy Andrus, Willard
105 N. 6th
Chethert, Sycamore Street, at
Harwell, Guy Billinirton, Clan- over taffeta designed with ap- bar at the city's marriage bureau
Ph. 1177
Murray, Ky,
•
7:30 pen
4 l, ,,,,•.4
ton Boyd. Mire. Myra Gordon pliques ;4 sequined - trimmed for the first June wedding
••Lor• 11 ea Mots Gas Os
••••
Blame Eels Henson, Mrs. Nellie lace adorning the bodice and couples.
The Delta Department of 'he
Ruth Jones McWaters, Closes hem-tenth Her veil of illusion
W manls Club evie have a p •
Kemp, Miss Ruby Smith, Burns was attached to a tiara of dunestones and seed pearls. She carluck seipper at 6.10 in the evenPowell, and Robert Witt.
••••
reed a white onthiti surrounded
ing Itie comae:zee will furl:Leh
by lilies of the valley a n d
•th me-at Hostess well be Mes- ernes Jack Kennedy, Ralph
streamerscitpearls and hen
tied in levers knots.
MeCtistoni Ray Mundry, Z. C.
I The matron - it - honor was
Perker. Co& Sanders, and Jce
Mrs. Charles Toeley a n d the
Net Rayburn.
• ••
bridesmaid was Mrs. Purdoen
Corner at 4th & Main
Phone 433
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Lovett.
Thureeay, June 6
The attendants wore identicThe Presbyterian Church will
OIS observed es annual Friendally styled ballerina length
dep Night recently.
have a picrec at the My Part
e 6:00 p.m.
The meeting was opened in gowns of ballet blue si& organ• • ••
dart farm and preeiding were za, narrowly sashed with satin.
* ENDS TONITE *
Mrs. Mary Louise &her, worthy Their dresses were highlighted
Thursday, Juts* 6
.• • •
matron. and Nix Crawford, wor- by draped creels cauegst with
WALT DISNEY'S
sellereeng at the bodice top.
The Jenie Houston Service
thy patren.
Bouquets
!bran
,if
Shaded
of
Sugererne
Mae
Staudt,
white
Mrs.
Christie
and
the
r'ub
"SNOW WHITE AND
Wuceknan CurIe well meet in
grend cenarnithe member, and blue carnations were carried by
THE 7 DWARFS"
AIR-CONDITIONED
Lawthe
attendants.
it Ilene of Mrs. Seehe
Mrs. Louise Stetnbeck, deputy
TECHNICOLOR
Little Miss Donna Ann Jones,
rence on the Murray - Benton
grand matron of District 18,
niece of the bride, wore a dress
Highernry at 730 in the evening.
were :ntroduced.
• • ••
Visiting Worthy Matrons and of blue eligunty with a flounce
The First Christian Chinch
worthy pater-pre of other chapters skirt. /Le carried a white basCWT Group TV Wel meet In
were introduced. T Is e Murray ket with rose petals.
lb.: home of Mrs. Id Deuguid
Serving as best Men wee
officers vacated their stations
• i):30 In the morning
and the fol.:awing guest officers Charles Tolley. The where were
••••
exempefitel the initiatory wark Samuel Chestnut Jr. of Trenton,
The J N Wilt ms chapter Of
with the degrees at the order James P. Sykes, a n it Hunter
re UDC well rnee. at 100 in
thing conferred upon Mrs. Joe Hancock Jr.
Fur her daughter's wedding,
he afternoon at t
Murray
Graves.
7' eerie Bung for a pot luck
The impressive obligation was Mrs. Hawkins chose a street
endbeen. Members please notice
given by B:II Cotes, worthy pat- length dress ot rose lace over
thane of meeting date.
ran. Mayfield chapter 443. He taffeta. Her accessories were
••••
WAIF assisted by Betty Renter, vehite, and her corsage was a
Cl/F Group III of the Pawl
werehy matreri, Folsomdale, 532; rose tinted :meted.
Mrs. Levens chose for h e r
erternen Church well meet at
alsociate matron, Edith Persiste 00 pen in the church parlor.
gar, Clara Henrich, Paducah. e.,n's wedding a street length
Mrs. Jerry Sches is hashes.
424; aseichelon patron. Charlie dress of blue lace. She wore
••••
Lassiter. Temple. Hill 511; sec- white and blue accessories. Her
Its
FLUFFY RATTER. eavored with orange juice. tops off a seasonal pudding.
spread weer
Friday, June 6
retary, Bees Holland, Benton corsage was a blue tinted orchid.
deed
frhe
rotated
treated
that's
with
sugar.
tnntoca
and
()ranee
rind.
reubarb
of
a layer
Inwnedia-tely roller/veer t h e
Thse pupils of Mtss leitlian
305; treasurer, Mae B. Pewell,
Waders will be presentee in a
Temple Hill 511: conductress, ceremeny, a reception was held
recital at the Murray High
Frances Hunt, Kesel 543; asso- in Iftie social hall od the churoh.
on Simmons served the
School auditorium The public es
ciate ce•ndustrese, Ela
J ,nes, Mrs.
Cuba 519: chaplet, 15rnega Tunis, flour-leered wheeling cake whin!.
•• • •
Eisehee 5; Marshall. Willie Black, was topped with a bridal wrest:
Monday. June 9
Nlajef.eld 44$: organist, Hattye of blue leaves centered w.:
04
The Mettie Belle Hayes Circle
Metre. Cearaherrirdt 424; Ada, blue and white carnations and
.
tulle. The bredes table was over•••••-**-:4
A the First Mehrochet Church
Joanne O'Daniel, Britten 305.
well meet fer a pee luck Rarer
Others participating w er e laid with a lace cloth ever blue
in the social hall at 6.30 In the
GEMINI-RP JULIETTE GRECO WAlTiltCHM
Ruth, Modeen Gegen. Tengele and was centered with an ar(vetting
Hill 511; Esther. Metered Bete rangement of white stack and
• •••
Murray 433. Martha. Marie Bain, blue &seem accentuated by blue
The Euselian Sundey School
Esther 5; Elema, Wanda Hunt, seen ribbon.' and burning tapCase of the First Baptist Chunt
Folenneiale. 532; Werth, Gdlard ers. Punch was served by Miss
fly JOAN(Mums
Maryslyce Jethrison. Also assistwill meet tr., the hone ot Mrs.
Rees. Gheharnville 494.
Js
RE you taking advantage
Kennedgeeat 7:30 in the
Each guest uflrevr was pre- ing and serving were Mrs. Joe
of seasonal fruits and
evereing
sented a gift from
the local Harrel Jon&, steer of' the bride,
vegetables? Two that ate
•• • •
Mrs. George
Mgklletsrn,
chapter. Following the initatton, and
•
are
rhuabundant right now
Tuesday, June 10
Murray officers renamed their cousin if the bride. Miss Elaine
asparagus.
and
barb
Muntay Sear chapter No. 433
stations and, elosed the chapter Shutnaker kept the regestry.
•
Gdkirtes
_tow
immediately attest the recaps.9E8
meet in the Meson*
itt regular term.
Nutritionally, rhubarb Is'
Hall at 1:30 in the evening.
Prete:teeing the clesirtg. Mrs. teen Mr. and Mrs. Lovens left
••••
one, of our most wholesome
Urberia Koenert, conductress. es- for Lexington where Mr. Lovins
pleats. Rich in vitamin A. It
The Peetertown Hernemakers
corted
Mee. Elaine Meth, asso- will complete his Mesters degree
hes appreciable amounts of
Club will meet at the city park
ciate conductress, V/ -the East at the University of Kentucky
all the minerals. And—dietat 10:30
the morning.
where she was pteeenled a gift this sumenere For traveling the
ers take note—an entire
• • ••
horn the chapter by Mrs. Baker. bride were a two piece ire. Cf
adds up to only 56
Mrs. Cribb wile her husband blue °exerted cotton trimmed in
Wednesday. June if
It's wonderful as a dessert.
,and cheek-en are leaving aeon white and accentuated w tIs
The West Hazel linnummikan
accessories. She wore a
Cal It for pies, for delicious
to make their home in Reiland. V.
oweeheehherevanner
Club wee meet at 1:00 in the
Jams and conserves. For a
White orchid
teen her bridal
The
ctiapter
rourn
was
derALTERNATE LAYERS of asparagus stalks and diced ham
efternoon in the tune
Mrs.
change of flavor, team It with
easeehee,
e/heed in flowers for the reeve- bouquet
are covered with a Mare cheese sauce, baited In
strawberries and bananas
Bele Moore.
sien. Each sheen held an ar• • ••
Out of town guests included:
Use rhubarb juice to make a tap. salt 2 tbsp. quick-cook•
Remove from water and
rangement (id roses_ The serving Mr. and
punch.
refreshing
fruit
Mrs. Fred Jackman,
layer
asparagus
in
grated
place
a
of
The Wesleyan Circle of the
tapioca and 1 tletrp
ing
tattle
was
cer.tered
wet) a cut Mr arid Mrs. Cheer.
And be sure to try the Rhu- orange rind.
a 1-qt casserole.
Middleten,
Fire. Meetedisit Church w i 1 1
glass
bowl
holding an arrangebarb-Orange Pudding given
Dice 2 e. cooked ham and
Turn into an 8 x fe e x2-in.
meet at the city perk at 6:30 in
below
ment of yellow and pink ruses.
layer
over
the
ascassprinkle
a
1,2-qt.
or
a
dish
baking
he evening for a pot luck supGo:here/1y draping over e a ch
Versatile Asparagus
serole Dot vrlth 2 tbsp. butter ` paracrus stalks.
Per.
side uf the bowl were bunchei
Repeat until all the asparAsparagus. too. Is versatile. or margarine.
•• ••
of artifelal trusted grapes.
Gradually mlx le e. sugar agus and ham are used.
You can boll the tender
The Grace Wyatt Circle rid the
marMelt 2 tbsp. butter or
shoots and serve 'ern on toast with le C. shortening. Blend •
Colieee Presbyterian Church will
Blend
Presiding at the punch bowl
saucepan.
In ¼ tsp. soda and 1 tap grat- earine In a
with butter-lemon sauce
tt
34 C.
meet en the Irene ce Mrs. D. F.
were Mrs. Euve Neile Meehell
Fold tips Into omelettes or ed lemon rind. Beat in 1 egg. in 2 tbsp. flour Stir in
thickened,
Cook
until
all-purmilk.
sefted
and
Elift i
Mrs. Margeret PoUy. K etrelefoCenneee, Olive Street, a' 9.30
e add thereto creamed ,dishes.
double- Mir In le 'tsp. edit, ¼tspe
.n the morning.
mg the registry was Mrs. MaltEven dieters can afford a pose flout with I T.
and
3
,:
s
black
pepper
ground
powder
baking
and
'ee
actine
•• • •
te Woods. Approximately 85
rich, creamy sauee with asIn
paragus because-the vegeta- Lsp. salt. Add to the mixture c. shredded sharp American
pr•rs.lns attended Si.a. program.
over
ham
and
cheese.
Tour
fresh
c.
with
ee
alternately
,
calories
June
12
72
Thursday,
ble Itself has only
asparagus.
orange juice.
The Feundahnal Wiese of the
to a pound
work
1111111111111111111111111111111h
Mix 1e c. soft bread crumbs
Beat batter 1e min. Spread
Asparagus salad is popular
Fire Baiter Church, will meet '
flake
with 1 tbsp. melted butter or
uniformly over rhubarb
asparagus
our
like
we
but
Guarantee. Covering Coat
at 7:30 in the evening in the
sprinkle over
cooked. even if ite e'en' to be In preheated moderate oven margarine and
three of Mrs. Gus Robertson,
of Future Repairs
1350' Fe 50 nen Serve warm. the top.
Funeral Homo
dish.
a
cold
added
to
Jr.
Bake in a preheated modMakes 6 servings.
-dish
one
Recommended hy ,
wonderf
Ht Lumber
a
For
, • • ••
Freels Asparagus and Ram erate oven 1350' F.) 35 min.
— Friendly Service —
meal, we suggest Fresh AsCompanies in This Area
brown.
are
fresh
crumb;
or
until
lb.
2
Cook
(asserele:
Friday. June 13
Careserole.
paragus and Ham
boiling
Garnish with whole cooked
esparegus In
Service - Equipped
- -The North Murray HernernakDelicious!
a.sparague spears Serve
Mayor
Fresb Rhubarb-Orsage Water and ee Up. salt in a fresh
eneClesb will meet at 120 in the
with Oxygen
COMPANY
hot..
Pudding: Combine 5 r. diced covered saucepan until tenafternetan in the herne of Mrs.
portions.
6
makes
Recipe
Phone 262
811 N. 4th St. Ph, 08
der, about 10 alba.
rbubub, 1 c. sugar,
101211111113111WiWil9filffrfroff+Fifffrrigfrfrfrfrnoty
Dailey itma.
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Miss Julie Ann Hawkins Becomes The
Bride Of Gene Lrvins On Satur lay
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, Eighth Grade Has
Party In School
Recreation Room
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Mr. & Mrs. carter
Entertained MHS
Seniors In Home

SCOTT DRUG CO.

Murray Star Chapter
Observes Friendship
Night Recently

"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

At Their
BEST

I

DEBORAH KERR. DAVID RIVEN
JEAN SEBERG MYLENE DEMONGEOL,
BONJOUR,TRISTESSE

i- BizhuQui4LAJaikiama
PUBLIC AUCTION

A

FRIDAY - JUNE 6, 1958 - 1:00 p.m.

City Hall - Murray. Ky.

hicPattrealortes.

405 Maple St.

Located on the square in the heart
of the business district, approxi-
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TERMITES?

Termg,cash with the right of rejection

C
TEZ/Nild
our 31st year of
termite control

to any and all bids by the legislative body of the City of Murray.

Max. H. Churchill

Auctioneer - George Hart
HOLMES ELLIS

MURRAY LUMBER
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3earch
Population Research t/
the current rate of
rrowth is 1.7 per cent,
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. This would double
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'A' STUDENT FLYER - Frances
Miller gives the prop of her
Leiscombe a turn preparatury
to flying mime to Reaeld,
SD., (rum Bruoiengs where
she flies daily to attend classes
at South Dakota State college.
She a a straight A Student in
Dirt College of Engineering,
takes aturrec physics and thermodynamics, among other
tough ones. (DPI Teieraltoto,)
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PIANOS froth 8495 A
selection of restored used 1952 IIELAILEITE mobile home. Hy-03411
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Backstairs At The
Whitehouse

Mr. and Mrs. Austin Adkinson and son, Bill, of Columbia, S.C., are visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lawton Alexander.
Representatives of the Murray Post Office who attended the biannual convention of the Kentucky Federation of Post Office Clerks in Louisville Saturday and
Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Hendon and Layman
Neale. Hendon is a state trustee of the organization.
The Murray High School tracksters left early today
for Bellvue yithem..4,120 state meet will get underway tomorrow.- Th.e event_ was -changed to Belly-tie- as -the-ticK.
field is undergoing improvements.
Mesdames Burgess Parker, John Whitnell, Charles
Sexton, Thomas Banks and J. B. Wilson were joint hastesses Friday afternoon at 1:45 when they entertained
with seventee ntables at a lovely dessert bridge party
at the club house.
Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Waltz of Jackson, Tenn., were
guests Saturday of their niece, Mrs. Cecil Farris and
family.

his main job to be the removal
cd technical obstacles between
the President and the public.
To make the President feel
more at ease, the lectern was
raised for stand-up speeches.
Uses Cards
.Becaus it made the President
nerviati.4, the teleprompter was
dune away with after two trials.
The Peesident lost what little
confidence he had in the teleprempter when it broke down
on him during one of the trial...
For shorter televiskon talks,
Lk; the one last week, the President reads from cards vri t ti
large print well out of-camena
range. llwo see., o n e to the
President's right and one to his
left are used, so that he can
shift his head and eyes.
But for long speeches, he reads
frem pages of a script with big
and btger type. The bigger type
is a signal for a relievieg ureak,
such as taking oft his gamin ier
a moment.

By DAYTON MOOR( United Press I nesenatIvnal
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Backstairs at the White House:
President Eisenhower's participation In a radio and television
breaidicaet from the White HOUge
even for two minutes-is a corntxiicated precedure.
Coneicireable behind-the-scenes
preparatens are required.
Last week when the President diailiceted the atomic power
plant at Shippingport, Pa., by
remote control, he was -on the
air" for only two minutes. An- ther 16 minutes were taken up
in rehearsing the broadcast.
Robert Menegurnery, the Pres'icient's special TV adviser, came
down' from 'New York for the
eccaslon.
The President used the special
li:oedcaet ream put in under the
north portico when the White
House was renovated during the
Trutnan administration. It was
one of the few tunes he has- used the mem. For the most part
lie has used his own of Lice when
making televised speethes from
the White House. '
Used As Play Room
The President's grandrh Hdren
have been using the broadcast
studio as a play room.
Sidoregomery, a televiston prodiacer as well as a veteran movie
and television actor, has been
supervising the President's televised speeches since early in
Iii53. He was brought in after
presidential aides decided a New
ifick edvertireng agency war
putting too much of a Broad.s.vay
touch to the President's ap;..ear-

Emotional
Stress Is
Blood Factor

Substance
By DELOS SleiTH
United Press International
NEW YORK (UPI) -Complicating the already ecervplicated
business of ctoleeterol in the
blood, it now aepears emetiena.1
stress can send the blood level
of that artery-hardening stutf
bouncing upward,
Yet not in all people--only in
some. But in these some, emotional stress sheets up blood
cholesterol levels ev en when
they are on low-fat diets intended to reduce the levels.
This startling -mind" influence
over a bodily ehmnical operation

FIVE DAY FORECAST
By United Press international
KENTUCKY - Temperatures
fox the live day period, Tuesday
threugh Sunday, will average
four, to seven degrees above the
seasonal normal of 71. Warming
trend 'through early par t of
week and continued warm there
after. Precipitateen will average
four to atx tenths of an inch,
mainly late in the week a/theugh
some widely scattered showers
earlier.
SHORT PROMOTONI

neleaseder

There the scientific irwjestiga*ion resets as of this tin-.e. Groover feels he has thown that stress
releases a chemical substance into the blood plasma of some
peeple which causes an increase
in blood eholesterel level. In
rats, a ciasnaged liver is an essential part of the reaction. As
to the livers- of the 21 ofteerslaboratory tests indicated that
all at hem . had livers which
were not what they once were.

wad- densonstrated by Dr. M. E.
Grover, chief of t h e medical

Once Over Lightly with

weedez

secter.n of the Air Pore Headquarters Command, Washington,
ir. 64 Air Force officers.
Twice As High
All had had "rather severe
emetienal etreas"-such as momentarily blowing the tcp in
rage. Laburatery tests showed
that the bleed chelesterol levee.
of III were as much as Mace 4.
high eater the stress as before.
In all asses, the levels returned
to what they had been.
The others showed increasee
cif
only 10 to 30 per cent and

leases waxed film of 2-4D that
i
t
s
won't oasli off.
I
won't drift to /
shrubs,-Bowe
Safe to hu
and anima

fyroovee considered wIthin
"normal limits." It h a 5 been
ancesva many dines that t h e
blood cholesterol level in any

SEED COMPANY
First & Poplar
Phone 415

NEW YORK (UPI) - Daniel
A. Callahan's career as police
it.chvicival will vary to erne exsergeant last exactly four hours.
fr m day to day and even
Promoted from patrolman at 11 tent
heur to hour.
a.m., he was demoted to his fi.en
Grower injectel tiny airneunts
former rank at 3 p.m. when it
the 11
was discovered the wrong Daniel ; of the blood plaana of
damaged
A. Callahan had been upped in , into nets which had
livers, and the blusi chole,terui
considered
ank.

ances on television.
Montgomery h a s

Means Death to Dandclions
And All Broadleaf Weeds

WARREN

by Ras:bora Vas Burial

NANCY
SLUGGO - - - SNAP
OUT OF IT- -- TH IS
IMPORTANT

levelts -of the rats shot up. When
th.s was done to rats with sound
livers
nothing happened, and
when the blood plasana of ofBeers whose blood dholesterol
levels hadn't been elevated by
stress was injected into the badrats, nothing
liver
happened
either,

A
WE FOUN
TO
FOR
YOU
WAY
MAKE SOME
MONEY THIS
SUMMER

WIDE
AWAKE
BOY
WANTED

by Ernie Ruahasiller

ABBIE aa' SLATS
F IT'S PilAS6ING -THAT AWFUL URGE TO
JUMP, SLATS, JUST KEEP HOLDING
ME - IT MAKES .#4E FEEL

DON'T EXPLAIN, PLEASE, SLATS,
IT WOULD ONLY MAKE
THINGS HARDER;

GET A GRIP ON
YOURSELF AND WE'LL SEAT
IT OUT OF HERE, AND --

SO MUCH SAFER.!

Capp

UV'ABNER
AW!! CHILLUN I-IEE IN RIO
IS EDDICATED !! THEN
ALL SPEAKS A FURRIN
LANG WIDGE !!
POT!!
NORT'
MUITO
AMERKANO!
'BEM!1)

CONS
1
VCCe.?

\c4Cti?-'

4

. AA.
11,•*101

0
.

11

t.

I GOT LATEST
RED4-10T NEW
YORK POSTCARDS!! CLARA
BBO
ATW
ING
HIN
SUIT?!

AN ALREADY GOT
THAT!!-PAPP",
GIVE 1T TO ME
ON MAP-4 NINTH
BiRTHDAYWHEN A1-4
BECAME A
MAN!!

- --THEM FELLAS
MARN4
PICKFORD9 WAVIN'THEM GUNS
SEEMS TO WANT 7'
RUBY
TALK TO YO'!!KEELER?
FRIENDS,0'YOURN
MAE "
BUSCH?

C
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POPULATION MAY DOUBLE
'
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Bryan °v
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
parents,
the simmer with bier
pupuration may more than
earth's
Mr. and Mrs. Mortis Caldwell
ruhv and the year
between
double
Miss Overcast wall visit relaAn impressive weckiinig by Shama and George Jr. of Bay 2,000 and reach 'the staggering
tives there for two Weeks.
Coal
a
• • ••
candlelight took place at the City, fitietu., Mrs. Leivis T. liar- total of seven billion persons,
organgization
research
on
Miss
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DEBORAH KERR, DAVID NIVEN
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PUBLIC AUCTION

FRIDAY - JUNE 60958 1:00 p.m.

City Hall - Murray, Ky.
405 Maple St.

Located on the square in the heart

of the business district, approximately 6500 square feet of floor

a tbe

.aae
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19-Tint•
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41 - It u t;her ea
pencil
44 -Sur, god
el-Paid notice
41-Molars
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COME AS you are and browse
Gifts for
our
place
around
and
fatter, meter, ctukiren
friends. Eine Carpenter & Gift
*in Coacorcitt,finad. .'releterh,ne
J5C
310-J.
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LOST & FOUND

LOST: Ladies said Sulava 'retell
with gold elastic band, at Cowl- -

•

awn

W
1
1 1
01M111
1
Sy A.A. PAIR (804p
.1
c

DEAD STOCK removed free.
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
days • week. Call long distance
collect, Mayfield 433, Union City
N15C
TU-5-93e1.

I
'PLEASE note your Natural
Gas Syeteen. phone NM, if you
wish a gas service hew run on
your property this spring or
summer. Id you have already
signed for a hne which has 'not•
been run, and you plan to use
nos now or during the corning
eeason, you should notify your
JSC
gas company.
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I tried to think of a title The green You do the same thing to
wirAT NM leariP111110
eye that the sotuld Gi crashSun
When nervous, knit,. kie Tracking other painting had been
la the
11,,rels) Fisher Matertah.aa
Oyer The Statue's." I thought this ing gears does to the ears You
.
d Lain (*teen, sima the
painting that rasps the
,•• eataertence diverg•nt bense• one should be eriUtied 'Thunder- get •
whole nervous system into :tereon.• storm Over A 011retIvil"
Trmahewl
r.g^.°
3
1 1r.
rtit C=„
:
Le
iatie n"
i_Ff
med and you title It with one
I stepped back to study the
word: 'Conflict!'"
at
look
to
close
fla,e, whoa ready • deycited tawup
then
effect.
et
ny Irmo tows be wee 1
"Great Kuno!" Dutton said in
my
turned
then
brushwork,
the
h%rve
lapt
a inennees
admiration. "It can be
awed
cocked
I
Then
skis.
one
on
head
4filen
r"uch
After in°
Coiner feed* at an a rtrantr apartdose!"
aids.
ogler
the
to
heal
my
nasal
,eat 'pregame ly that of • Ns
"You can do it," I told him.
Mario.) egad sent home with • nag j After a moment I noddieL
g,t,g consensus's
wan for one "You!"
couldn't
•Dutton
Intl
the
It was two week• after
I thought the guy was going
Lann to ek preen an opt111011. He said,
ient that Fisher brought Cool •
Watt- ; 'The title la Inspiration.' It to kiss me.
an ominous lcite,' indicative of named'
If gnu went by a man
Will
Caroline, her eyes narrowed,
flashes of
padeit. who protease, to be , shows the white-hot
es
much
of Mime %Carlos Fisher ta' Illumination which dart in be- said. "Better find out how
',
tui of Ists wife Minerva Reding !iereen the circles that represent Mr. Billings expects for the idea,
than he lomeelf knows
,nif
more
the various thoughts flitting
:gout
chaingsgpe bits
ategt
I looked at her anti elevated
Horseenod raree LAU Marley and
gn a man •sense
then aorprosed her hy dropping the `"rc'u
seconds my chin. "Nothing!" I said. "I'm
five
good
a
waited
she
Cadott
ti
name Deer
In
ilruapwlona of her before I said anything. I saw not a painter. I have ideas
malt! Ma UnEll
•, apparan I ly found out
CA
.4olort
In a fever of my humble way I want to make
me
watching
him
Left'
two
Oen
Fisher's
at not Barclay
a contribution to art!"
it artrwet fmrn endow. engine-ta- stamens. •
Dutton hugged me. Then he
w. Norse. D'ulttwi and the tatter's
Then I maid one word. "Ter.
Ivey bite
covered his painting of "InspiraUde tries to calves' Cselutt irhere• rifler'
strateDutton's face broke Into smiles tion," and hurried It beck into the
•holita from Donald he Lein's anonygy ti to ennteel gionlire Orton
Rifl- He grabbed my hand and pumped closet.
mnosly tutting She sem Onnsid
"I'm going to get at at, Bilit tip and down "By Georg&
ing. end Pretending an int ei-ein
-1311liaties. you're a man who OM lings. I'm going to get at It .to.i4 5 telling the story
night! It's the most terrific thing
really appreciate art."
I looked at the picture of "In- I've ever heard of I can do it! I
secfive
another
7
paint conflict an It hits the
for
can
spiration"
PTIER
CH.
to eyes of the beholder with such an
•'ISA PI.EASURZ tb talk with onds, then I turned solemnly
rapier that it -seta hie teeth on
Horace Dutton and said. '1
I someone wit d iffnierstande
found the man who can do edge. 'Conflict!' What a wonderwhet rm trying to do In my I've
ful idea!"
work.' sa'd Horace Dutton. 'I it!"
"I'm a man of limited means."
"Who can do what?"
event to interpret nature 111 the
will
that
picture
the
I said. e1 can't guarantee that
"Paint
counts"
that
interpretation
attract the moat attention of any IV buy it, but I feel that it will
"Neurally." I said
picture painted in modern times." make a sensation I know some"Otherwise." he went on. -you
He looked me over and was a thing about publicity. I think
Unlit as well go out with a linie dubious.
I can call your work to the atdi, era and take colored Onto'What's the picture?" he naked tention of the critics."
er pin I wouldn't give s hoot for at length.
Dutton went over and poured
; irttir• that • person could un"Conflict." I told him.
more drinks. He really loaded
nrstand just by looking at it
narrowed.
eyes
His
them We clicked glasses and
ell Of the worth-while Mimes In
'The trouble with the world
life you can't understand They today is conflict Nations are In drank.
After a while I said, "I'd like
[itve to he interpreted An artist conflict with other nations. Indito are some of your other paintis essentially an interpreter."
viduals are in conflict with other ings. I'd like to talk with painters
"To the extent he puts his own individnals. Ideas are in conflict whom you have Influenced."
I
picture."
the
in
personality
with oilier ideas. Ideologlee eotne
"I haven't influenced any."
said, 'he hn• really crested slime- In conflict with other Ideologies."
thing Too may not know it, "How would you show it in a "Oh yes, you have," I told him.
Tinton. but you're startLng a new painting?" he asked Wonderingly, "You're bound to. Anyone who
has seen your work Mid gto has
iffnl
I warmed to the enbject. "Ye
an appreciative eye will realize
am?"
know what It sounds like in a
you have something. A force!
"Inn are"
gearehift automobile when a nov- that
"I'd like to twee you see the ice gets hold of the gearshift An impact! A vitality! A virilI'm' worklen on now." he lever? Take a reekup with a ity!"
Caroline said thoughtfully,
compound tranemiselnit or an
se ,
George. Horace."
"I'd ern to"
older model car and a man who -There's George?" I asked.
"Who's
I tinieheel my think He opened derten't understand the double
radon," Caroline gain
"George
an
clutch method of shifting gears
a (*wet door lragged out
cousin. My nest cousin.
• rl Sint a pointing He drew He tries to throw the gears into "He's my
some painting. and I
eneshnand the teeth of the gnus Hs doss
bi in a tenth front the painting
know he's been Influenced by
It was A strip of canine with .tart vinding and crashing."
Horace."
Du, n nodded
Si nes el d'Onnert colors find ne"Yes. I suppose he has," Hor"Mint that aitinel," I sold.
traces of red and orange
n
ace said somewhat dubiously.
'Conflict.'"
it
canvas.
call
the
"anti
di ',eel armee
"And where could I find George
Re stepped tenet and looked at
Cation?" 1 asked.
I inetected it carefully. It
me.
of
colored
Dutton said, "George
lc .ed like a bunch
"n can be done," I told him La "Well,"
not available at the moment
brenine a vendor would be car'
paint gears that aren't
"You
vtoient
a
ternivenwith
nut I know where I can react,
r, t'z at a
meshing. The teeth are clashing
tliiiederatorm In the background.
him"
that
rotors
UAW
YOU
e•her.
managing tort.
U n tons of Itgi- trlin;
(3e) Be cvniong,ed;
Toil make vivid red against
Clash.
balloon&
the
MUM
to
earitehon

'A' STUDENT FLYER Frances
Miller gives the prop of her
Luscombe a turn preparatory
to flying home to Redfield.
D., from Brookings where
she f11-5 daily to attend classes
at South Dakota State college,
Shea a straight A student in
tiw College of Engineering,
takes atomic physics and thermodynamics, among ether
tough ones. furl rolopikaloi

ta.

4.

rejection
legislalurray.
'art
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Council chart
ONE CONSOLATION in this National Safety
haven't kept
of motor vehicle deaths is that the fatalities
Telephoto)
pace with increase in number of vehicles (UPI

Backstairs At The
Whitehouse

Mr. and Mrs. Austin Adkinson and son, Bill, of Columbia, S.C., are visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lawton Alexander.
Representatives of the Murray Post Office who attended the biannual convention of the Kentuc4 Fsederadon of Post Office Clerks in Louisville Saturday and
Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Hendon and Layman
Neale. Hendon is a state trustee of the organization.
The Murray High School tracksters left early today
for Bellvue where the state meet will get underway tomorrow. The event was changed to Bellvue as the U.K.
field is undergoing improvements.
Mesdames Burgess Parker, John Whitnell, Charles
Sexton, Thomas Banks and J. B. Wilson were joint hostesses Friday afternoon at 1:45 when they entertained
with seventee ntables at a lovely dessert bridge party
at the club house.
Mr. and Airs. E. T. Waltz of Jackson, Tenn., were
guests Saturday of their niece, Mrs. Cecil Farris and
family.

his main job to be the removai
of technical obstacles between
the President and the public.
To make the President feel
more at ease, the lectern was
raised for stand-up speeches.
Uses Cards
Becaus it made the President
nervous, the teleprompter was
done away with tter two tents.
The President lost what little
confidence he had - in the telepreennter when it broke down
on him during one of the trials.
For shorter' television talks,
Lek: the one last week, the President reads from cards with
/arge print wdll out of camera
range Two seLs, u n e to the
President's right and one to his
left are used, so that he can
shift his head and eyes.
But for long speeches, he reads
from pages of a script with big
and bigger type. The bigger type
is a signal fur a relievun ureak,
such rui %skate eff his glasses lor
a moment.

By DAYTON MOORE
United Press International
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Backstairs art !he White House:
Eisenhower's partiPeek&
cipation in a radio• and teleension_
breadlcaCe.kom the White House
eveg for two minutes-is a oompdnated procedure.
,Cowed rattle behind-the-scenes
preparate ins are required.
Last week when the President dedicated the atomic power
plant at Shippinge>ort, Pa., by
rexiene control, he was "on the
air" for only two minutes. An-ethers 16 minutes were taken up
in reihearsing She broadcast.
Robert Morregernery, the Presideal's special TV adviser, came
down from New York for the
occasion
The President used the special
bre:encase rnem put in under the
north portico When the White
House was renovated during the
Truman administration. It was
one of the few nines he has used the rooen. For the most part ,
he has used his own ofifce when
meinag televised speeches frurn
the White Hause,
Used As Play Room
The President's grandchildren
have been using the broadcast
studio as a play room.
Monegornery, a television producer as well as a veteran movie
and television actor, has been
supe rv is:rig the President's teleViScri speeches Noce early in
11453. He was bectuenet in after
presidential aides decided a New
Yiek advertise:in agency war
putting too much of a Broanway
tout to the Prendent's appearances on television.
Menne:Amery h a a onendered

Emotional
Stress Is
Blood Factor

levels
the rats allot up. When
th.s was done to rats with sound
livers nothing happened, and
when the blood plasma ad officers whose blood cholesterol
levels haenet been elevated by
stress was injected into the bad,rats, nothing
liver
halneened
enter.

Substance Released
By DELOS 11-MITN
There the scientific investigaUnited Press International
tion reels as of :his time. GroovNEW YORK (UPI) --Complier feels he has shown that stresa
cating the already complicated
releases a chemical substance inbusiness of eholesterol in the
to the blood play-ma of some
emotional
appease
non
blood, it
people veheoh causes an increase
stress can send the blued level
in blood clholesterol level. In
of that artery-hardening stuff
rats, a damaged liver is an esbouncing upward.
sential part uf the reaction. As
Yet no/ in all people--only in
to the livers of the .21 effacerssome. But in those some, ernolaboratory tests indicated that
tional stress shoots up blood
all of hem -had livers which
cholesterol levels even when
were not what they once were.
indiets
low-fat
on
are
they
levels.
the
tended to reduce
This startling "mind" innuence
Once Over lightly with
over a bod::y chemical operation.
was dernonetrated by Dr. M. E.
Grover, chief of, t Is e medrcal
sect5cn of 'he Air Force HeadFIVE DAY FORECAST
Means Death to Dandelions
quarters Cummand, Washington,
By United Press International
All Broadleaf Weeds
officers.
And
Force
An64
KENTUCKY - Temperatures in
Twice As High
for the five day period, Tuesday
leases waxed film
All had had "rather severe
through ,Sunday, will average
of 2-4D that
as monrees"-such
the
four to seven degrees abuve
won't aash off,
blowing the nee in
seasonal nurmal of 71. Warming mentarily
won't drift to
showed
tests
Laboratory
rage.
trend through early part at
shrubs, flowe
cheleeterul levels
week and ckntinued Waren there that the bleod mudn
Safe to hu
as Vence as
as
after. Precipitation will average cd 21 were
and anim
sitter the stress as bedare.
four to /ix tenths of an unit, high
cases, the levels returned
mainly late in the week altheugh In all
what they had been.
some widely scattered showers t
others stij/Wed increases
The
earlier.
of only 10 to 30 per cent and
Innoovee concede-en within
SNORT PRO M OTON I
SEED COMPANY
"notreal limin." It h a a been
First & Poplar
times that t h e
many
shenvn
Daniel
NEW YORK (UPI)
Phone 415
cholevterol level in any
A. Callahan's career as police blood
will vary to stone exsergeant last exactly four hours. individual
day to day and even
Promoted from pa:in:man at 11 tent (rem
hour.
am., he was demoted to his keel hour to
Groover injected tiny ern-tants
termer rank at 3 p.m. when it
the 21
was discovered the wrong Daniel lof the Wood pleerna A
A. Callahan hod been upped In i into rats which had damaged
livers, and the blood cholesterol
tank.
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WARREN

by Raeburn Van- Buren

NANCY
SLUGGO- SNAP
OUT OF IT--- THIS
IS IMPORTANT

A
WE FOUN
WAY FOR YOU TO
MAKE SOME
MONEY THIS
SU MMER

Geown

by Ernie BashatIller

ABB1E air' SLATS

4'.

PASSING -THAT AWFUL URGE TO
JUMP, SLATS. JUST KEEP HOLDING
' ME -4T MAKES ME FEEL
SO MUCH SAFER

DON'T EXPLAIN, PLEASE, SLATS)
IT WOULD ONLY MAKE
THINGS HARDER,'

KEEenei - GET A GRIP ON
YOURSELP AND WE'LL SEAT
HERE, AND -fT CUT

op

I

*. Capp

UL' ABNE.R
MY!! CHILLUN l-lERE IN RIO
IS
EDDICATED!! THEY
Iv
ALL SPEAKS A FURRIN
LVOCe2 LANGWIDGE !!
Ps5r.?
NORT'
MUITO
AMERKANO!
BEM!!
COM

I GOT LATEST
RED-NOT NEW
YORK POSTCARDS!! CLARA
BOW IN
BATHING
SUIT!!

VOCi?
•
ta

11
1
./'
sap)

IC I

---511.416pe. anelefrefr
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MOTOR VEHICLE DEATHSII

34.000

19.5

PIANO TUNING, repanng now
and used Planes Call David H.
Winslow at Chuck Music Center,
JO?
Murray. Mune 14.111.

Wastarn

Indian
-Preposition
-Poem
$2-Jumbled type
34-Symbol for
tantalum

42,000

} 1

•

13-1)a of Uelehea
67-South -

1946
VINICLIS 33 000000 Oh 400 000 ur 949.
34 SOO or
33.411
Dtalt.5

Services Offered

itebuilt ex, new.
Mattresses
West Ky. Mattress Meg. Co,
represenSPECIAL type route work. 8 Paduoah, Ky. Murray
hours, SO 'tops, 5% days, $80 tative Tabers Upholsiery Shop.
TPC
74 Ord. Phone '49.
per we
guaranted. Established 101
territory. Oar and references LIZARD LAWS ANTIQuOATED
necessary. Write Fuleer Brush
-State
BATON ROUGE, La
Oompanys, 422 Oniunabus Ave., Rep. Jack Rau wants to do away
J9P with laws making it illegal to
Paducah. Phone .3-2777.
night. "I've got
SIMMER Music lessiorr. Plana, cafch lizards at
against them (the repwoodwinds, brass, stringe, voice. nothing
tices) personally," Rau said, "the
Beginners preferred. Call Carolaws are just antiquated."
lyn Houston. Phone 586-B-2.
J4P

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Your Horns

of floor

COuNCO. CPCA•T

36 000

LOST: Collie dog, wearing chain
collar, no name plate. Answers
J5C
to "Ban." Phone 9060.

home
you
with
SEAUTIFY
teistorn created ornamental iron.
TOMATO & pepper plants, tonne
grown. J. R. heelugin, 403 North
A11 types of cast and wrought
J4C lot, ideal location. 502 South ettl. inn, breakfast sets and garden
70h. p
Acnoss from hoSiery n1l.
Ornamental
Murray
Burniture.
J4C Iron. 4th and Sycamore. Phone
4L
id H.P. Rift* garden tractor
2153,
J9C
Answer to Yost*, cisy's Puryl•

I CUR Have

approxi-

rOIVAl SAIFYt

Niuttala Of

with all necessary tools, two
forward gears and reverse. Only
S225.00. Phone 1077-J after 8:00
J4P
pan. •
SPINET PIANOS from $495. A
gee reelection of restored used 1952 TRAILETITE mobile home.
uprigneed. Seeburn
White, 403 248 feet. See Eddie Dorteh, one
Chestnut St., Murray, Ky. .I9P rrine from Main on South 16th.
J6P
GOOD W3RK MULE. 12 years
old, black, 16 hands high, weighs 1949 PLYIVIOIYITH Good fishing
1400 pounds. Plows good single. car. 413 Soutih 10th Ext. Phone
Call Hy
atter 5:00 P.m. 1918-R.
IT?
jep

FOR RENT
F

le heart

OF VEHICLES

ON U. S. HIGHWAYS
is per word for them days. OldassIfled ado ars payable Itt advama

2-3514

. Ky.

NUMBER

DEATH vs. TRAVEL

FOR SALE

:00 p.111.

73

vial*

as per word for one day, anlehnum of 17 words for (108

Ago Today
Ten Years
Ledger & Times File

NUMBER
OF VEHICLES
(MILLIONSI

MOTOR
en VEHICLE
- DEATHS

MOVES UP
X.Z. (UPI) -De
n Improved in
L race horse of
finished last in
ts placed second
lechase.

wismor
wakimmuuu
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IAY DOUBLE
(UP!) - The
may more than
inv and the year
•the Staggering
persons, a
organgization
!anon Research
current rate of
is 1.7 per cent,
cc a population
by the end of
s would double
rit of about 2,-

•r.

AN ALREADY GOT
NAT!!-RAPP/
GIVE IT TO ME
ON MAN NINTH
WHEN AH
BECAME A
MAN!!

BIRTHDAY

2?-THEM FELLAS
WAV I N. THEM GUNS
SEEMS TO WANT T'
TALK TO `10'!!FRIENDS 0'YOUR'N?

ales

.a

-

Find
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G.E. REFRIGERATOR

•

140.74.1.1Sf
4.

sr.

...

can be yours for only

Fit

gil

DRYER

FOOD
FREEZER

te -. scratches, some with a

Get yourself a real bargain! Flo
little paint chipped off, or splattered on!
G.E. High Speed

400-lb. G.E. UPRIGHT

'LIANCES!!

BIG SAVINGS C

$229"

118.80

.V•ri ....ciPi..... riw:.
•-.
`4:41
iff‘sios
Value

BIG

BROKEN IN!
READY TO USE!

Lots of
outdoor family fun!

SCREEN

Frank Sullivan
Fielder's Glove

G.E.

T

Full size g/ova has deep
sot pock.I,
oiled

Reg.
$6.95

for as little as

This has a few drops of

S15750

Kern-Tone on top.

SUPER
GARDEN
(I) HOSE

SPECIAL!

LAWN
SPRINKUR

$177

price!

G.E. RADIO

LAWN MOWERS
big 23"cut - now only $6995
TRADE

as low as

IRONS

$995

REEL
$8.95
Reg.

Bee
Deluxe

Outboard
MOTOR

Record Players
51683

$21.95

• Push-pull, on-oft volume
control
• G-E Dynapower speaker
• Printed circuit chassis

Reduced

$
4
"

12
sae

and

Revolving
C.rcles 32 to 40 ft
Chrome plated.

lightiveaght
5-year warranty

STEAM & DRY

ALL RADIOS

79?

Strong plastiC

WE

to believe the low

$16888 with
trade

2q%

with Auxiliary Tank
Reg. $359.95
One Only To Go At

To change to dry iron just
press the button. Heat is
controlled automatically.
Operates on AC only.

G.E.

iwin Front
Auto Floor Mat.

Sturdily constructed and
handsomely finished

Easy /o keep clean
One s,ze firs all cars
Asst.

$777

Ca
To

$177se,

Colors

THUNDERBIRD
SPINNING

You'll have to see it
As Low
As

$
$388

6-Player
Croquet Set

Auto Seat Cushion
Air-cooled back
and sect pod

$177

See

Spring steel wire filler
back support. Natural
Kraft fiber cover. Seat an
1k measure 16" x 17".

Arot

AUTO

SEAT COVERS
CUT RATE!

Sit-N-Stand
Car Seat

SPECIALLY
PRICED

Driving
day, a SIT
the road
thought tthe wheel
rear view
he was
side of ti

Baby travel seat
with storage bag

$199

$26777

W. hats
ors the hig
tion of a

• 4 tube'

3

WORTHINGTON

ALL

PAINT

GOLF
BALLS
490 each

Way

AND

PORTABLE
SUPER

BIG 8-PlIECE

SAND PLAY SET

$939

RADIO ism $299$
KEM-TONE
Now $23"
REDUCED!

Handy, •LO•fsf, ,d•ol for officer or
hoes*
&telly adsdstable to any
wile Moder", aerodynonsc 41•Ciroolotes sor e4:11•804 of
115 teb.c h per ••••04.

Mot torn
merely tail
but snaket

unattracti‘
of.

Auto Top
Luggage Rack
Fits most cars. Smartly
styled, well-engineered

$8"

"'

tf you WI
ment out
try obser
things aro'

Terry Towel
Soft, tintless
Easy to wash

330

The Lord
different
fact itself

Ideal for cleaning, waxing,
dusting. Package contains
two 9"x20" towels, double
thickness, seamed ends.

There le
at
wing Ws
perched
brilliant
upper par
like the
unit on, tl

r
I

4-QUART

MIRROMATIC

OIL LAMOPLDSFASHIONEDeach 77
4-PIECE
CANNISTERSET

$149

Extra Special!

PRESSURE
PAN reg. $149$
$9.99

OU/SIDE
WHITE
PAINT

$250

METAL

WASTE BASKET

59

AUTOMATIC 8-CUP
GALLON

ELECTRIC

ALUMINUM

Coffee Maker

FOLDING COT Rag $14.95 $9"

$5.99

DORM EYER

ELEC. SKILLET

MILK GLASS

PERCOLATOR siR9e:5 $1488

21" Barbecue
Grill

Official size baseball
endorsed by Don Larsen
of World Series fame-

c50

$1.00

$799

‘!1.95

Incidental
to get Iris
dog.

Recaps Start At

It doesn't
it is a bii
in case hr

$8.95

WADING

UsedTiresAsLow As

POOt

$2.50

Bilbrey's

Gr,Ils and roods food
to peak flavor

Snooze Alarm CLOCG $4"

Don Larsen
Baseball

$595

20%

$11
2795 $1488

G.E. AUTOMATIC

New Tires Start At

with Play Ball and
Ring Combination

All.Reduced

now at $1295

Watching
squirrels t
ing too, t
two per);
thus far tl
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BIG VINYL

SMITH'S HANDMADE

Compare right

If you need tires, now's
the time to get'em!
Tire Values at Their Best

Value

LADIES' & MEN'S TOP BRAND

1
2Price
Wrist WATCHES /
METAL WAGONS $2598, up

"PERFECT PITCH"
,;41,61.111 CALL
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never be
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'plat to. and 'stoppable tire

Prepare for the hard-driving
Winter season by replacing your
worn tires with Famous New
Gocxlyears and save. Or select
one of our quality-checked used
tire trade-ins at big It

Terms at low is $0.00 down $0.00 weekly
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